
Instructions for IJCNLP-05 Tutorial Abstracts, Posters, andWorkshop PapersFirst AuthorA�liation of First AuthorAddress Line 1Address Line 2author1@email Second AuthorA�liation of Second AuthorAddress Line 1Address Line 2author2@emailAbstractThis document contains the instruc-tions for preparing tutorial abstracts,poster papers, and workshop papersto IJCNLP-05. The document it-self conforms to its own speci�ca-tions, and is therefore an exampleof what your manuscript should looklike. Authors are asked to conformto all the directions reported in thisdocument.1 IntroductionThe following instructions are directed to au-thors of tutorial abstracts and papers submit-ted to the poster session and workshops inIJCNLP-05.All authors are required to adhere to thesespeci�cations. Authors should prepare theircamera-ready paper in Portable DocumentFormat (PDF) format.2 Using the provided style �lesThe easiest way to correctly format your pa-per is to use one of the style �les providedon the conference web page. For instance,LATEX users can use the ijcnlp-05.sty style�le, and Microsoft Word users can use theijcnlp-05.dot document template.Figure 1 shows a skeleton document forLATEX users. To use it, simply copy the textin the �gure to a �le and then replace theparts agged by TODO as appropriate for

your document. Figure 2 shows the simpleBibTEX �le used by the skeleton document.3 General InstructionsManuscripts must be in two-column format.Exceptions to the two-column format includethe title, authors' names and complete ad-dresses, which must be centered at the topof the �rst page, and any full-width �gures ortables (see the guidelines in Subsection 4.2).Type single-spaced. Start all pages di-rectly under the top margin. See the guide-lines later regarding formatting the �rst page.Do not print page numbers on themanuscript.The maximum length of a poster paper isfour (4) pages and that for a workshop paperis eight (8) pages (see Subsection 4.1 for exactpage layout and Section 5 for additional infor-mation on the maximum number of pages).4 Format of Electronic ManuscriptFor the production of the electronicmanuscript you must use Adobe's PortableDocument Format (PDF). This format canbe generated from postscript �les: on Unixsystems, you can use ps2pdf for this purpose;under Microsoft Windows, Adobe's Distillercan be used. Note that some word processingprograms generate PDF which may notinclude all the necessary fonts (esp. treediagrams, symbols). When you print orcreate the PDF �le, there is usually an optionin your printer setup to include none, all orjust non-standard fonts. Please make sure



\documentclass[11pt]{article}\usepackage{ijcnlp-05}\usepackage{times}\usepackage{latexsym}\title{TODO: put title here}\author{Author1 \\ address \\ {\tt email}\And Author2 \\ address \\ {\tt email} \\TODO: fill in the author names here}\date{}\begin{document}\maketitle\begin{abstract}TODO: put the abstract here\end{abstract}\section{Introduction}TODO: add introduction; and,perhaps cite WordNet \cite{Miller-90}\section{TODO: add body of paper}\section{Conclusion}TODO: add conclusion\section*{Acknowledgements}TODO: add acknowledgements\bibliographystyle{ijc}%% TODO: use base name of your .bib file\bibliography{my-citations}\end{document}Figure 1: Skeleton LATEX document illustrat-ing use of ijcnlp-04.sty and ijc.bst@Article{Miller-90,author = {G. Miller},title = {Special Issue on {WordNet}},journal = {International Journal ofLexicography},year = {1990},volume = {3(4)},}Figure 2: BibTEX �lemy-citations.bib usedin skeleton document

that you select of the option of includingALL the fonts. Before sending it, test yourPDF by printing it from a computer di�erentfrom the one where it was created. Moreover,some word processor may generate very largepostscript/PDF �les, where each page isrendered as an image. Such images mayreproduce poorly. In this case, try alternativeways to obtain the postscript and/or PDF.One way on some systems is to install adriver for a postscript printer, send yourdocument to the printer specifying \Outputto a �le", then convert the �le to PDF.For reasons of uniformity, Adobe's TimesRoman font should be used. In LATEX2e thisis accomplished by putting\usepackage{times}\usepackage{latexsym}in the preamble.Additionally, it is of utmost importanceto specify the A4 format (21cm � 29.7cm)when formatting the paper. When workingwith dvips, for instance, one should specify-t a4.4.1 LayoutPrint the manuscript two columns to a page,in the manner these instructions are printed.The exact dimensions for a page on A4 paperare:Left and right margins: 2.5cm (1 in)Top margin: 2.5cm (1 in)Bottom margin: 3.7cm (1.5 in)Columns width: 7.6cm (3 in)Column height: 23.5cm (9.4 in)Gap between columns: 0.6cm (0.25 in)4.2 The First PageCenter the title, author's name(s) and a�l-iation(s) across both columns. Do not usefootnotes for a�liations. Use the two-columnformat only when you begin the abstract.Title: Place the title centered at the top ofthe �rst page, in a 15-point bold font. Longtitles should be typed on two lines without ablank line intervening. Approximately, putthe title at 1in from the top of the page,followed by a blank line, then the author's



names(s), and the a�liation on the follow-ing line. Do not use only initials for givennames (middle initials are allowed). The af-�liation should contain the author's completeaddress, and if possible an electronic mail ad-dress. Leave about 0.75in between the a�lia-tion and the body of the �rst page.Abstract: Type the abstract at the begin-ning of the �rst column. The width of the ab-stract text should be smaller than the widthof the columns for the text in the body of thepaper by about 0.25in on each side. Centerthe word Abstract in a 12 point bold fontabove the body of the abstract. The abstractshould be a concise summary of the generalthesis and conclusions of the paper. It shouldbe no longer than 200 words.Text: Begin typing the main body of thetext immediately after the abstract, observ-ing the two-column format as shown in thepresent document. Type single spaced.Indent when starting a new paragraph.For reasons of uniformity, use Adobe's TimesRoman fonts, with 11 points for text andsubsection headings, 12 points for sectionheadings and 15 points for the title. If TimesRoman is unavailable, use Computer Mod-ern Roman (LATEX2e's default; see section 4above). Note that the latter is about 10% lessdense than Adobe's Times Roman font.4.3 SectionsHeadings: Type and label section and sub-section headings in the style shown on thepresent document. Use numbered sections(Arabic numerals) in order to facilitate crossreferences. Number subsections with the sec-tion number and the subsection number sep-arated by a dot, in Arabic numerals. Do notnumber subsubsections.Citations: Follow the \Guidelines for For-matting Submissions" to Computational Lin-guistics that appears in the �rst issue of eachvolume, if possible. That is, citations withinthe text appear in parentheses as (Gus�eld,1997) or, if the author's name appears in thetext itself, as Gus�eld (1997). Append low-ercase letters to the year in cases of ambigu-ities. Treat double authors as in (Aho and

Ullman, 1972), but write as in (Chandra etal., 1981) when more than two authors are in-volved. Collapse multiple citations as in (Gus-�eld, 1997; Aho and Ullman, 1972).References: Gather the full set of ref-erences together under the heading Refer-ences; place the section before any Appen-dices, unless they contain references. Arrangethe references alphabetically by �rst author,rather than by order of occurrence in the text.Provide as complete a citation as possible, us-ing a consistent format, such as the one forComputational Linguistics or the one in thePublication Manual of the American Psycho-logical Association (American PsychologicalAssociation, 1983).The provided LATEX and BibTEX style �lesroughly �t the American Psychological As-sociation format, allowing regular citations,short citations and multiple citations as de-scribed above.Appendices: Appendices, if any, directlyfollow the text and the references (but seeabove). Letter them in sequence and providean informative title: Appendix A. Title ofAppendix.The Acknowledgements section shouldgo as the last section immediately before thereferences. Do not number the acknowledge-ments section.4.4 FootnotesFootnotes: Put footnotes at the bottom ofthe page. They may be numbered or referredto by asterisks or other symbols.1 Footnotesshould be separated from the text by a line.24.5 GraphicsIllustrations: Place �gures, tables, and pho-tographs in the paper near where they are�rst discussed, rather than at the end, if pos-sible. Wide illustrations may run across bothcolumns. Do not use color illustrations asthey may reproduce poorly.Captions: Provide a caption for every il-lustration; number each one sequentially in1This is how a footnote should appear.2Note the line separating the footnotes from thetext.



the form: \Figure 1. Caption of the Figure."\Table 1. Caption of the Table." Type thecaptions of the �gures and tables below thebody, using 11 point text.5 Length of SubmissionEight pages (8) is the maximum length of pa-pers for the IJCNLP-04 main conference. Allillustrations, references, and appendices mustbe accommodated within these page limits,observing the formatting instructions given inthe present document. Papers that do notconform to the speci�ed length and format-ting requirements are subject to be rejectedwithout review.AcknowledgementsThis document has been adapted by TomO'Hara and Dan Roth from the instructionsfor the ACL-2002 proceedings by Dekang Linand Eugene Charniak. It was adapted in turnfrom the ACL-01 proceedings by Norbert Re-ithinger, Giorgio Satta, and Roberto Zam-parelli. The ACL-01 instructions were elab-orated from similar documents used for pre-vious editions of the ACL and EACL annualmeetings. Those versions were written by sev-eral people, including John Chen, Henry S.Thompson and Donald Walker. Additionalelements were taken from the formatting in-structions of the Xth International Joint Con-ference on Arti�cial Intelligence. The preciseinstructions were modi�ed by Olivia Kwongfor IJCNLP-04 and IJCNLP-05.ReferencesAlfred V. Aho and Je�rey D. Ullman. 1972. TheTheory of Parsing, Translation and Compiling,volume 1. Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cli�s, NJ.American Psychological Association. 1983. Pub-lications Manual. American Psychological As-sociation, Washington, DC.Association for Computing Machinery. 1983.Computing Reviews, 24(11):503{512.Ashok K. Chandra, Dexter C. Kozen, and Larry J.Stockmeyer. 1981. Alternation. Journalof the Association for Computing Machinery,28(1):114{133.
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